Machine Listening for Heart Status Monitoring: Introducing and Benchmarking HSS - the Heart Sounds Shenzhen Corpus.
Auscultation of the heart is a widely studied technique, which requires precise hearing from practitioners as a means of distinguishing subtle differences in heart-beat rhythm. This technique is popular due to its non-invasive nature, and can be an early diagnosis aid for a range of cardiac conditions. Machine listening approaches can support this process, monitoring continuously and allowing for a representation of both mild and chronic heart conditions. Despite this potential, relevant databases and benchmark studies are scarce. In this paper, we introduce our publicly accessible database, the Heart Sounds Shenzhen Corpus (HSS), which was first released during the recent INTERSPEECH 2018 ComParE Heart Sound sub-challenge. Additionally, we provide a survey of machine learning work in the area of heart sound recognition, as well as a benchmark for HSS utilising standard acoustic features and machine learning models. At best our support vector machine with Log Mel features achieves 49.7% unweighted average recall on a three category task (normal, mild, moderate/severe).